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Access to globalisation in peripheral areas is favoured by specific “infrastructures 

of globalisation” enabling connections between local events and translocal 

processes, as new media and communication technologies, the emergence of new 

forms of economic activity and new (re)productions of local identity formations 

(Wang et al. 2014: 29-30). The maintenance or change of language ideologies 

and linguistic practices is related to the structure of the community’s social network 

(Milroy 1980); therefore, when processes of socioeconomic change as those 

triggered by globalisation affect the social network of a given community, they 

also have an effect on its linguistic practices and language ideologies because 

they change the quantity and quality of members’ interaction (Gumperz 1982, 

Milroy 2002). 

  

The globalisation wave reached the Egyptian oasis of Siwa in the last decades, 

implying a circulation of people, goods and knowledge that was unknown to the 

Siwans. Mobility increased in both directions: Siwans started to travel for a range 

of reasons, young Siwans started attending universities in the major Egyptian cities 

and, from the there side, a growing number of people settled in the oasis for 

working purposes or visited it as tourists, with a consequent growth of 

intermarriage rates and the emergence of multiple identities. New goods and 

practices started circulating in the oasis both among Siwans, substituting traditional 

ones, and among the non-Siwan residents that are both providers and consumers. 

Mass media and internet became available to most Siwans. Therefore, the 



 

 

community underwent significant demographical, social and economic changes 

that impacted on the linguistic ecology of the oasis. 

 

The paper discusses how these change relate to and affect language practices and 

ideologies within a community that was largely monolingual and homogeneous 

until recently and that is now  transiting towards bilingualism and experiencing the 

emergence of blurred identities and multiple belongings. Assuming that language 

is “a fundamental resource for identity production” (Bucholtz and Hall 2004: 382) 

and that social meaning is created through evoking macro-sociological categories 

in situated communicative practices (Silverstein 2003; Eckert 2008; Collins 2011), 

the paper presents the strategies of language use enacted to perform or project a 

given identity - and signal belonging to a group - by speakers of Berber and 

Arabic in present day Siwa. 

 

The study is based on data collected between 2013 and 2015 within the 

framework of a doctoral research, aimed at investigating the sociolinguistic of the 

oasis from an emic perspective. A qualitative approach was chosen in order to 

detect and explain individual’s nuances and details; data was gathered through 

participant observation and unstructured or semistructured interviews (Garret et al. 

2003; Preston 2011) and analysed following the grounded theory approach 

(Charmaz 2006). 
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